Citizen science is a practice of
non-scientist people who collect
data to be used in scientific
research.

In this project, students are encouraged to research user lifestyles
(urban/non-urban dwellers, nature observers, extreme/outdoor
sportspeople, etc.) and the environmental science fields to decide
what kind of data will be collected. The research analysis will lead the
students to design a product that can be integrated into the user’s
daily or special interest practices to collect data. The students need to
research different ways of collecting data and choose the appropriate
one that corresponds to the problem definition.

It is a rising trend due to the development of technology while
contributing to research projects of various fields such as astronomy,
medicine, art history, and social sciences, most prevalently in
environmental science (Goudeseune, et al., 2020). Whilst citizen
science is an attempt at the democratization of science, a significant
need for standardization occurs in terms of the quality of the acquired
information (Heigl, et al., 2019).

Possible user categories are exemplified below:
• Nature observers
• Extreme sportspeople
• Urban dwellers
• Non-urban / Rural dwellers
• Travellers
• Nature-related professionals - Farmers, fishers, breeders, etc.
• Children (Educational Programmes)
• Adult (Educational Programmes)

This project aims to understand the motivation of people to be
involved in citizen science activities and design products to enhance
the dissemination and proliferation of those activities while
standardizing the collected data.

Keywords: Research-based problem definition, User-centered
design, Human factors, Product semantics, Materials and
manufacturability.
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Passive Audio collectors are usually put on the ocean floor with 2 legs and the relation with the environment or the inhabitants. This artificial coral reef aims to be a stand for the passive audio collector while becoming a home for various sea
animals. The design is sliced to increase the interaction and gives animals a place to explore rather than a large chunk
of a solid.
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Hydrophones could be hard to manage underwater especially when you are exploring underwater, constantly having
to hold it in one hand, to solve that problem this is a wearable hydrophone/audio collector that could work with your
diving buddy as the analog interface on the chest changes
color when it’s working and when the battery is dead or the
recording has stopped. The sliced form of the harness is to
hold the cables, microphones and the interface in place
while also allowing people with different body shapes to
easily wear comfortably.
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As seismic explorations, oil rigs are starting to be formed in the Mediterranean Sea,
As seismis explorations, oil rigs are starting to be formed in Mediterranean Sea, especially
especially the Antalya-Mersin-Adana region. However, the inhabitants of those seas and
Antalya-Mersin-Adana region. But there is little importance on the inhabitants of those
how they are affected by human interruption and destruction are overlooked. This
seas how are those creatures are affected by human interruption and destruction. This
project offers a possibility for amateur and willing scuba divers to collect audio data of
project offers amateur and willing scuba divers a chance to collect audios of both sea
both sea animals and human-made sounds with two products. One of them is a wearable
animals and the human made sounds with two products. One of them is a wearable hydrohydrophone/audio collector which is designed to actively collect sound during the dive.
phone/audio collector which is designed to actively collect sound as you dive. Second
The second product is a passive audio collector stand and an artificial reef that allows
product is an passive audio collector stand and an artificial reef that allows sea animals to
sea animals to explore and inhabit while collecting sound for months without
explore and inhabit while collecting sound for months without interruption.
interruption.
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MoonBuddy, is an educational time measuring tool and moon calendar, based
on the movement of the moon in the same day and the phases’ cycle. The moon
MoonBuddy is an educational time measuring tool and moon calendar based on the
be observed through the hole on the referance stick and recorded through the
movement of the moon on the same day and the cycle of the phases. The moon can be
magnetic drawing board which the stick is also a pen for.
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1 To get a time data, with the help of the compass, the
product should look the same way. After that, the
moon can be tracked.

2 Look through the hole in the reference stick and
spot the moon.

4

3

If the time is measured for the day, it could be measured
again and again. Pull the reference stick and drag it in a
circular way to erase the time stamp.
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top view

Select the correct shape of
the moon by rotating the
phase paper and start at that
day to your calendar. It could
be tracked for 28 days.

MoonBuddy, is an educational time measuring tool and moon calendar, based
on the movement of the moon in the same day and the phases’ cycle. The moon
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The dates can be tracked with the sliding button on the product and the rolling
stick that is also used as a pen. The dates can be tracked with the sliding button on the
paper of phases help to understand the cycle of phases’ start and end.
product and the rolling paper that help to understand the cycle of phases from start to
end.

MgCollector
Data collection for the study of climbing chalk (MgC) impacts on the rock
microbiome
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chalk (MgC) that is left on the microbiome of rock surfaces.

-The product collects data to contruibute to a study that researches impacts of
The product functions by rolling the circular disc that is controlled by the handle and
climbing chalk (MgC) on the microbiome of rock surfaces.
makes the tubular areas (including cotton and micro solvent) get in contact with the rock
-The
product functions with the circular disc turning, controlled by the handle, and
surface.
make the tubular areas (that include cotton and micro solvent) get in contact with the rock surface.
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LQWKHSODQWVRIJUHHQKRXVHJURZHUVHQJDJHGLQVRLOOHVVDJULFXOWXUH,W
The product measures the daily amount of radiation and light intensity on the plants of
FDQEHDGMXVWHGDFFRUGLQJWRGLIIHUHQWSLSHGLDPHWHUV*UHHQKRXVHV
soilless agriculture greenhouses. The ring of the product can be adjusted to different
pipe diameters. Greenhouse farmers will transmit the data to scientists via Bluetooth.
HQJDJHGLQVRLOOHVVDJULFXOWXUHZLOOWUDQVPLWWKHGDWDWRVFLHQWLVWVYLD
At the same time, they will transfer the nutritional values they use, the temperature and
%OXHWRRWK$WWKHVDPHWLPHWKH\ZLOOWUDQVIHUWKHQXWULWLRQDOYDOXHV
pH values of the water. Thus, they will support the greenhouse studies for life on Mars.
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Hybbud aims to give early warnings to people about water pollution while monitoring the
water quality in fountains and natural water resources on the hiking routes. It has been
Standing
out with itsthe
waterproofness
andindurability,
Hybbud
washike.
designed to
designed considering
extreme conditions
nature where
the users

take up minimal space in the backpack.

Hybbud stands out with its waterproof and durable structure and its dimensions that are
considered to have minimal space in the backpack.
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This product is a Walking Pole which has water quality
This product is a Walking Pole that has the capability of analyzing the water quality. It is
analysis
capability.
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with your friends while you are walking in your natural park
and share the data you collected with scientists.

Starting measurement

Stand-by
Connected Bluetooth

Not connected

Battery: 76%
Share

Signal lights give information about situation of
product and measurement practice.

Sensor activation

Sensor

See Data

Product sends information to smartphone app.
So you can easly share your monitoring results, or
see device status such as battery power.

Measuring completed

Ready for measuring

Measuring
Water discharge

Circles represent signal frequency and color.
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Designed for the use of citizen scientists willing to
explore their surrounding water near wetlands. Data
collected shows the chemical and physical factors
affecting the water quality.

Handle with nonslippery texture &
material

Waterproof led screen showing
the measured data
The measuring part including
electrodes

690ppm

7,2 H
P

PIN SAVED

88°F

3,4mS/Lcm

Buttons for GPS pinning,
calibration and power.
The device can be separated
and rearranged as preferred.
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“Wetland Science for
Kite-Surfers”
Günseli Gürünlü
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A device to measure the TDS, pH, EC, and temperature of the water which can be
mounted on a paddle used for rowing, kayaking, paddle boarding, and canoeing. This
device has accessibility preferences for right or left-handed users and is suitable for
extreme sports. The collected data is pinned with GPS and shared with scientists and
citizens who are interested in the local insights. Data is stored in the memory card under
the screen.
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0HPR&RúQFWLRQVDVDQHVWZLWKJSVGHVLJQHGIRUDFWLRQFDPHUDV9LVXDOGDWDFROOHFWLRQWRROWKDW
FDQDOVREHXVHGE\HDUWKVFLHQWLVWV7KLVSURGXFWZKLFKLVIRFXVHGRQVDYLQJPHPRULHVIRUXVHUV
MemoCo functions as a housing for action cameras and collects GPS data. Visual data
DOORZVWKHPHPRULHVWREHFROOHFWHGLQDSRROLQWKHSRVWXVHVFHQDULR,WFUHDWHVDFROOHFWLYHVKDULQJ
collection tool also serves earth scientists. This product, which is focused on saving
DUHDZLWKHDUWKVFLHQWLVWVDQGüKHUSDUDFKXWHUV
memories for users, allows
the memories to be collected in a pool in the post-use
scenario. Besides, it creates a collective sharing area with earth scientists and other
parachuters.
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FDQDOVREHXVHGE\HDUWKVFLHQWLVWV7KLVSURGXFWZKLFKLVIRFXVHGRQVDYLQJPHPRULHVIRUXVHUV
MemoCo
functions as a housing for action cameras and collects GPS data. Visual data
DOORZVWKHPHPRULHVWREHFROOHFWHGLQDSRROLQWKHSRVWXVHVFHQDULR,WFUHDWHVDFROOHFWLYHVKDULQJ
collection tool also serves earth scientists. This product, which is focused on saving
DUHDZLWKHDUWKVFLHQWLVWVDQGüKHUSDUDFKXWHUV
memories for users, allows the memories to be collected in a pool in the post-use
scenario. Besides, it creates a collective sharing area with earth scientists and other
parachuters.

“data’ticket”
İrem Selvi
selvi17@itu.edu.tr

data ticket is designed as a GPS data logger for mapping the density of invasive species.
The double-sided product has an ergonomic structure for both right and left-handed
users.
The product contains 4 codes. These are seaweed, reef, open sea, and other. If the user
sees 'x' invasive species among rocks/moss or high-sea, they process the data into
corresponding codes. If the user sees 'x' invasive species in a place where it cannot
identify it, encodes it as other and reports it after diving.
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CONCHA
İzay Göksu Ünlübaş
“Concha”
unlubas18@itu.edu.tr
İzay Göksu Ünlübaş
unlubas18@itu.edu.tr

This citizen science product for collecting the size and shape information of
seashells and we can draw on paper their contours and also makes it easy to
take photographs correctly. The molding template available in the market and
This product serves citizen science by collecting data on the size and shape of seashells.
mostly
used in construction, suitable for large scales, has been made useful for
It also allows to draw the contour of shells on paper and take photographs easily and
this
small-scale
product
and use.
correctly. The molding
template
is adapted to the scale of shells and small-scale pieces
and used to define the shape of the amorphous creatures.
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“Archeokeeper”
Lara Erdir
“Archeokeeper”
erdir18@itu.edu.tr
Lara Erdir
erdir18@itu.edu.tr

Archeokeeper is a research kit for kids to practice an excavation process and
Archeokeeper is a research kit for kids to practice an archaeological excavation process
make sense of the findings.
and make sense of the findings.
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Molding Sphere - to imitate the volume of the found object by creating a void
Stand - to gather all the information and display

STEP 1: Research

STEP 2: Define

STEP 2: Define

STEP 3: Turn into Data
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Observation Kit”
NilNaren
NarenYıldırım
YILDIRIM
Nil
narenyldrm@gmail.com
narenyldrm@gmail.com

The primary goal of citizen science projects conducted with children is to actively involve the
child in the process and ensure that they are informed on the subject. Throughout the design
process
of thisgoal
product,
the child’s
motivation
wasconducted
in the focus with
while children
the correctness
of the
The
primary
of citizen
science
projects
is to actively
collected
data
was
the
secondary
goal.
involve the child in the process and ensure that he is informed about the subject.
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motivation
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thechild
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taken
into
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This kitthe
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theconsideration
beginning to thethroughout
end of the plant
design
process,
gettingprocess.
and storing
the data
correctly
was the secondary
goal.
observation
and drawing
In line with
the needs
and motivations
of the child,
the

following items are included within the kit: A magnifying glass with 3 different light options
(red-blue-yellow), a stand on which the child can draw and keep their other belongings, and a
ruler. The units are suitable to be moved and adjusted to amorphous surfaces.

“My First Plant
Observation Kit”
Nil Naren Yıldırım
narenyldrm@gmail.com

The primary goal of citizen science projects conducted with children is to actively involve the
child in the process and ensure that they are informed on the subject. Throughout the design
process of this product, the child’s motivation was in the focus while the correctness of the
collected data was the secondary goal.
This kit includes units that the child would use from the beginning to the end of the plant
observation and drawing process. In line with the needs and motivations of the child, the
following items are included within the kit: A magnifying glass with 3 different light options
(red-blue-yellow), a stand on which the child can draw and keep their other belongings, and a
ruler. The units are suitable to be moved and adjusted to amorphous surfaces.

“Track-pod”
Pınar Gültekin
“Track-pod”
gultekinp18@itu.edu.tr
Pınar Gültekin
gultekinp18@itu.edu.tr

This product providing to take photos of animal track from ideal perspective and
distance.In addition, there is a ruler at the bottom of the product so that the dimensions of the footprint are photographed and sent to scientists for analysis.
This product enables the user to take photos of animal tracks from a right angle and
distance. In addition, there is a ruler at the bottom of the product so that the dimensions
of the footprint can be photographed and sent to scientists for analysis.

FRUCTOMETER
“Fructometer”
SEVİNÇ
SAYAR
Sevinç
Sayar

sayarse18@itu.edu.tr
sayarse18@itu.edu.tr

This product enables the farmers to obtain the data of fruits and their leaves’ growth
process by measuring the radius of the fruit and the height of the leaf. Thus, the farmers
This
product ables the farmers to contain the data of the growth of the fruits and
can provide data for agricultural engineers.

their leaves by measuring the fruit’s radius and leaf’s height so that they can provide
The data
from each kind
of tree is represented by different colors. The colored buttons
data
to agricultural
engineers.
contain ink to mark the measure of the week. The same goes for leaves but the
mechanism is different due to the geometrical differences of fruits and leaves. Farmers
can do the measurement while they are harvesting.

Which fruits?
April

May

June

July

August

September

Apple

Pear

Peach

Quince
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This product enables the farmers to obtain the data of fruits and their leaves’ growth
process by measuring the radius of the fruit and the height of the leaf. Thus, the farmers
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data from each kind of tree is represented by different colors.
can provide data for agricultural engineers.
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“Open Call for
Plastic Pollution”
Uğur Zülkadiroğlu
zulkadiroglu18@itu.edu.tr

This project mainly focuses on recovering and degrading plastic waste, which has been
left in natural environments, with the help of volunteer citizens who are involved in
camping activities by providing samples for material and genetic engineers. The aim of
the product here is to collect samples and field data from waste plastics and establish a
network between the participants, and also potential participants, by leaving a ‘’mark’’ in
the wilderness.
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the wilderness.
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